A year has passed, now new has taken start, its January, a new and first month, of new year as well. Wish you a very Happy Collaborative ‘2019’

CVL NAD UPGRADES
Academic Institutions:
- Easier conversion of files to XML using CVL NAD Data Conversion Utility (Version Upgrade)
- Upload through SFTP mode made available for bulk award data
- Provision to download ‘Status Reports’
- Configure Verification charges-Course / Program wise, Verifier type wise, Award type wise
- Approve Student registrations and retrieve their NAD ID’s at click of a button.

NAD BUZZ
Promoting our Mission: CVL NAD
- NAD Awareness drive with Pan India workshops
- In pace with the emerging trends and technologies
- Roll out of new features and processes
- Highest levels of Data integrity, Cost efficiency and Security

WHERE WE WERE? WHERE WE ARE?
Stakeholders
- December 2017
  - Academic Institutions (AIFS) 164
  - Students 22107
  - Verifiers 92
- December 2018
  - Academic Institutions (AIFS) 472
  - Students 10891
  - Verifiers 110

STUDENTS: REGISTER TODAY!
Non - Aadhaar

Disclaimer: Information Collection and Use, Communications
This newsletter is meant for informational purposes only and does not constitute any opinion. While using CVL NAD, we may 'DE' you to provide us with certain personally identifiable information that can be used to contact or identify you. We may use this information to contact you with newsletters, marketing or promotional materials and other information that may be of interest to you. You may opt out of receiving any, or all, of these communications from us by following the unsubscribe instructions or links provided in our email. Any alteration in part or in whole or reproduction in any form of this newsletter or any part thereof without prior consent of CVL NAD is prohibited.